PRESS RELEASE

MarketVector Indexes, SEBA Bank and Valour Launch the SEBA VALOUR
Metaverse Index
Frankfurt (9 May 2022) – MarketVector Indexes and SEBA Bank today announced the launch of the
SEBA VALOUR Metaverse Index (ticker: SVMETA).

The SEBA VALOUR Metaverse Index (ticker: SVMETA) provides exposure to crypto assets related to
gaming, entertainment and social interactions within the virtual world. It is an investable index for
tokens building for the Metaverse.

“We are happy to launch another index with SEBA Bank, and their partner Valour,” said Thomas
Kettner, COO at MarketVector Indexes. “After SEBAX® already covers the broader crypto market,
SVMETA focusses on the metaverse category, containing projects working on a virtual and augmented
reality,” he continued.

“The metaverse is the next iteration of the internet. It is a 3D virtual world that will allow users to
interact with their environments and other Metaverse users. Apart from its massive entertainment
potential, the Metaverse is expected to create its own ecosystem of commercial avatars, thereby
creating incredible investment opportunities,” said Gregory Mall, Head Investment Solutions at SEBA
Bank. “The SEBA V Metaverse Index engineered by SEBA Bank in collaboration with MarketVector
Indexes and Valour provides exposure to digital assets designed to capture the accelerating trends of
gaming, entertainment and social interactions shifting into virtual environments. SEBA V constituents
include tokens with exposure to the Metaverse which are selected based on their market
capitalization and liquidity,” he continued.

“The metaverse is the next generation of internet, where virtual, augmented and physical reality is
merged. It is a broad shift in how we interact with technology and with that, creates a lot of
possibilities. The SEBA V Metaverse Index, created by Valour, SEBA Bank and MarketVector Indexes,
is created by constituents of digital assets with exposure to the expanding Metaverse,” said Tommy
Fransson, CEO at Valour.
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It is a rules-based index which covers the CCCAGG pricing and is calculated in USD as a price index.
The index is reviewed on a monthly basis. Detailed information about the index, including
methodology details and index data, is available on the MarketVector Indexes website.

Key Index Features
SEBA VALOUR Metaverse Index (ticker: SVMETA)
Number of Components: 3
Base Date: 30 September 2020
Base Value: 10
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Note to Editors:
About MarketVector Indexes - www.mvis-indices.com
MarketVector Indexes GmbH (MVIS®) develops, monitors and markets the MVIS® indexes, a focused selection of pureplay and investable indexes. The introduction of MVIS® indexes has expanded VanEck's successful brand from exchangetraded products to indexes, and the current portfolio of MarketVector indexes reflects the company's in-depth expertise
when it comes to emerging markets, hard assets, fixed income and special asset classes. Approximately USD 32.74 billion
in assets under management are currently invested in financial products based on MVIS® indexes. MarketVector Indexes
is a VanEck® Company.
About SEBA Bank AG - Redefining Finance for the New Economy
Founded in April 2018 and headquartered in Zug, SEBA Bank is a pioneer in the financial industry and is the only global
smart bank providing a fully universal suite of regulated banking services in the emerging digital economy. In August 2019,
SEBA Bank received a Swiss banking and securities dealer licence, and in September 2021 the CISA licence – the first time
a reputed, regulatory authority such as FINMA has granted such licences to a financial services provider with a core
capability in digital assets. In February 2022 SEBA Bank secured the Financial Services Permission from Abu Dhabi Global
Market and opened an office in Abu Dhabi.
The broad, vertically integrated spectrum of services combined with the highest security standards, make SEBA Bank’s
value proposition unique - this is why Banque de France selected SEBA Bank to test the integration of Central Bank Digital
Currency (CBDC). CVVC Global Report, LGT Bank launched a cooperation, and CB Insights name SEBA Bank two years in a
row as Top 50 Companies within the blockchain ecosystem. Aite Group awarded SEBA Bank with their 2021 Digital Wealth
Management Impact Innovation Award in the category “Digital Startup of the Year”, in 2022 SEBA Bank won the
WealthBriefing Swiss EAM Award for Excellence in Digital Assets Offering or Service, and LinkedIn list SEBA Bank as one of
the Top Startups 2021 in Switzerland.
For more information about SEBA Bank, please visit our website.
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